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The Role of the CEO in Establishing 
a Cyber Resilience Culture?



Focusing on Results
• Accomplish the original (business) intent

• Achieve Return on Investment (ROI) goals

• Align behaviors and actions to business results

• Deliver value without destroying potential future value

• Develop the capacity to adapt more quickly to change

• Create higher expectations for future projects

• Strengthen the organization’s competitive position

Delivering Expertise
Our network of 120 change and learning 

consultants leverage their years of 

experience on change projects.

• Avg. experience: 17 years

• Avg. Expressworks tenure: 8 years

• 52% with a Master or PhD degrees

• 58% with “Big 5” experience

Creating Meaningful Sustainable 

Change within Your Organization
Our collaborative approach allows us to 

leverage our expertise with your keen 

knowledge of your business and your people. 

Aligning with Your Unique Culture
We’re not afraid to roll up our sleeves.  We help you 

get your arms around the actual work of change, 

translating high-level strategy into concrete 

outcomes that make sense in your organization.

Average over 200 Projects Each Year
Our consultants are working in Chevron, Shell, Phillips 66, Adobe and 

USAA; and in Australia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Nigeria, Angola, 

Thailand, the UK and the US.

1984 1990 Today 
Founded in 1984 
with a commitment to sustainable 

change in diverse environments.

Guided by a Change Methodology                                 
developed by Expressworks, following a multi-client 

research project on successful implementation of change
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Cyber Threats…

Is it really that bad?
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You be the judge…

Employees 

Payroll Data

68 Million Stolen 

Dropbox user accounts 

117 Million breached 

accounts 

1.5 Million 

customers

5 Million users 

accounts

Netflix

PayPal

Amazon

Twitter…
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2016 trends in online fraudulent activities

Cloud Services

• Do you know where 

your data resides?

• Lost of oversight 

and control

Known Vulnerabilities

• On average, it takes 

attackers about a month 

to exploit vulnerabilities

• 44% of 2014 breaches 

came from vulnerabilities 

that are two to four years 

old

The IoT

• Only 3 out of 10 security 

experts say they feel 

confident in their 

organizations’ ability to 

protect against IoT

related risks

• The DDoS attack on Dyn

expanded in scale by 

using compromised IoT

Better technology means more threats….
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2016 trends in online fraudulent activities

But the most prominent attack strategies remain the same….

Ransomware

• $209 million was paid 

to ransomware 

criminals in Q1 2016

• Less than half of the 

victims fully recover 

their data, even with 

backup

Phishing scams

• Number 1 vector of all  2016 

attacks

• 59 % of ransomware 

infections are delivered via 

emails

• Spearphishing campaigns 

targeting employees 

increased 55 % in 2015

CEO fraud

• CEO Fraud has cost 

businesses around the 

globe more than $2B in 

little over two years

• They are extremely easy 

to execute
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Latest trends in defense mechanisms

Source: PwC, The Global State of Information Security® Survey 2016
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One area of focus is still lacking
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Dave was behind the Target breach

440 million 

dollars in 

revenue 

losses
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Who is Dave?

Your tech savvy user who is 

excellent at taking shortcuts

Your not so tech savvy user who 

is doing his best, yet…
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Let’s look at the facts

66%

Former and current 

employees

84%

Nature of security incidents

Non-technical

90%

Could anything have been done?

Data breaches are preventable

Source of cyber security 

incidents
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A Human Take on Cybersecurity
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How can we incorporate the human element?

For Illustration purposes only. Not to be attempted!
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Technology-centric solutions can drive the wrong 

behaviors

The 

usersSecurity 

Professionals

Connectivity 

and productivity 

focused

Security is a 

secondary 

task

Confusing 

and hard to 

use

Peripheral 

protection

Functionality 

then comes 

security

Usability is a 

nice to have
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Basic principals of how humans think about security

Risk vulnerability

• I am at less risk of a 

computer vulnerability 

than others

• As security measures 

increase, so does risky 

behaviors

Normalization of 

deviance

• I have bypassed this 

security event before and 

nothing happened

• I need to get the task done 

and security is standing in 

the way

Trade-offs between 

risk, losses and gains

• Risk and safety are 

abstract 

• Gamble for a loss vs. 

accept a guaranteed loss
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Taking a mental walk in the user’s mind

The cost associated 

with security-refraining 

from downloading files 

from untrusted source-

is minimal

The loss associated with 

not being able to view a 

web page or the content 

of an attachment is 

GREATER than the gain of 

making a 

pro- security choice
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Your Role in Establishing a Cyber 

Resilience Culture 
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Cyber resilience is often a balancing

act…

Secure 

behaviors

Human 

errors
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…that starts from the top with the right 

mindset

Cybersecurity is NOT a 

“nice to have”…It needs to 

be part of your company’s 

vision

Cybersecurity is NOT an IT 

function…It has to be 

embedded in all functions

Cybersecurity is NOT about 

losing data that can be 

restored…it’s about the 

damage to your shareholder 

value and reputation
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How to design a cyber resilience framework around 

behavioral change?

Operating Model Talent Management

Leadership 
Commitment

Organizational 
Structure

Cyber Resilience Culture
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Model the right behaviors

Adopt cybersecurity

excellence moments 

Comply with your 

cybersecurity practices 

and procedures

Attend cybersecurity

training

Seek to understand the What, 

the Who and the How

Include cybersecurity in 

your communication

Information Security 

Function

C-Suite and 

the Board

Collaborate to Define a 

Behavioral Action Plan

Leadership 
Commitment
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Separate IT and Cybersecurity

CIO

Run and maintain IT systems and 

applications

CISO

Keep the organization’s crown jewels 

secure

COOCEO

Organizational 
Structure

Understand the cyber risks that impact 

business operations
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Gather a “Guiding Coalition”
Operating

Model

Prioritize Educate

Collaborate

Report

Request
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Manage your IS talent for the

long term

Talent 
Management

• Technical skills required 

to perform day to day 

duties

• Soft skills to close the 

gap between business 

and IT

Assess Secure

TrainRetain

Current and future needs 

for IS professionals

resources and skills

Short term and 

long term 

sourcing strategy

• Technical skills 

• Soft skills

• Business skills

• Diversified 

assignments

• Performance 

management 

• Cross-functional 

mentoring
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Educate on the Why and the How
Cyber Resilience

Culture

Beliefs Norms

Culture

Human

knowledge
Design

Reinforce Train
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Closing Comments

The weakest link Your first line of defense
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Q&A
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How to leverage behavioral science to reduce human error 

and reinforce safe behaviors?

Design to reduce 

human errors

Maintain compliance by 

reinforcing the right behavior 

Train users to recognize

Cyber threats

Perceptual learning:

Consider training specific visual 

skills to develop users ability to 

recognize cyber threats and 

extract meaningful patterns 

instantaneously.

Human Performance 

Engineering:

Consider which type of security 

warnings will be most effective in 

triggering the right behaviors. For 

example, active warnings will 

require the user to deliberately 

decide accessing a web site or 

downloading an attachment. 

Choice architecture:

Consider minimizing decision-

making when users are trying to 

focus on their day to day tasks by 

defaulting external emails to be 

filed as spam.

Social proof:

Consider communicating the % of 

people who are compliant to 

motivate users to comply.


